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Executive Summary

Every day working parents in the U.S. struggle to find quality, affordable child care. These families are often trapped by the work demands of an unequal global economy and the pressing need to provide care for their young children. The tensions between work and family are clearly felt by workers everywhere and are especially prominent amongst low-wage garment workers in Los Angeles, the largest manufacturing center in the United States.¹

Many of the industrial jobs in the greater Los Angeles region are in the garment sector, which accounts for more than 45,000 of the area’s 500,000 manufacturing positions.² In the region’s Downtown Fashion District, a vast network of garment factories and sweatshops anchor the fast fashion production end of a global supply chain in which massive quantities of overseas fabrics are assembled by recently arrived Latino and Asian immigrant workers. Notable fashion labels like Forever 21, Charlotte Russe, Papaya, and Wet Seal are just a few of the brands these garment workers sew every day.

With funding support from the Ms. Foundation for Women, the Garment Worker Center, the UCLA Center for Labor Research and Education (UCLA Labor Center), and Research Action Design surveyed 82 garment workers in LA’s iconic garment district about their experiences accessing child care. The purpose of this study was to understand the impact of child care demands on low-wage workers in the garment industry, in order to inform policy makers and the public about the needs of low-income working families. Workers’ responses offer a glimpse into the difficult choices working parents, particularly immigrant women, face as they attempt to care for their children and earn a living in the shadows of the 21st century global economy.

Survey respondents were employed in the Los Angeles Downtown Fashion District. The district is located around major transportation hubs, apparel wholesalers, and around a readily available pool of recently arrived immigrants, often undocumented workers. Women, predominantly immigrants from Mexico, comprised 80 percent of survey respondents.

² Ibid.
These figures correspond with regional demographics that show immigrants and their children, (primarily from Latin American and Asian countries), make up 52 percent of the population in the Greater Los Angeles area.³

Additionally, the flow of migrants to California since the 1970s has been highly feminized and according to the University of Southern California’s Center for Immigrant Integration, nearly 1 in 10 workers in the state are undocumented. Undocumented immigrants generate $130 billion of the annual gross domestic product, and their labor is vital to the high profits the garment industry reaps in Los Angeles.⁴

While Los Angeles has experienced significant demographic changes over the past 20 years, it has also been the site of increasingly high levels of economic inequality, an inequality that is growing at a faster rate than many other U.S. cities.⁵ Many studies document the rampant wage theft, low wages, and poor working conditions that are common in the Los Angles garment industry.⁶ However, this is the first study that examines the challenges LA garment workers face when accessing child care.

---

³ Sanchez, Jared et al. Looking Forward: Immigrants Contribution to the Golden State. Los Angeles: USC Center for the Study of Immigrant Integration (CSII) and the California Immigrant Policy Center (CIPC), 2014.
⁴ Ibid.
⁶ Hsu, Tiffany and Chris Kirham. “Southern California is a hotbed for wage theft in garment industry.” Los Angeles Times. 15 Nov. 2014.
The garment workers we surveyed reported that the cost of child care consumed one-third of their weekly income, a significant portion of their salaries considering most garment workers earn wages well below the minimum wage. As a result, workers stated they were often unable to pay their child care providers and instead compensated them for their services with food, by paying for utility bills or through other exchanges.

For many garment workers, accessing quality and affordable child care is further complicated by the mixed citizenship and immigration status of their family members, as well as language, literacy and cultural barriers.

In addition to the difficulties garment workers experience when navigating the child care system, most receive little to no financial support to manage their child care needs. Only 4 percent of surveyed workers access government subsidies or other assistance programs to pay for child care, and a small 1 percent utilize federally-subsidized Head Start programs despite qualifying for these programs. Only 6 percent of garment workers access day care centers altogether. To manage the demands of family and work, garment workers depend on friends and neighbors (43%), and relatives (40%) to provide child care. Yet, the majority of respondents expressed the need and desire for their children to be in child care programs with structured learning activities.

Garment workers also spoke of the unreliability of depending on relatives, friends and neighbors to provide child care. Forty-two percent of those surveyed missed work because their child care providers were not available or canceled during their work hours.

This report provides a window into the growing crisis of affordability and access to child care in the U.S. As women continue to enter the workforce at historically high levels, national child care policies have not fully addressed the growing need for affordable and accessible child care services. Instead child care costs have risen over the last few decades, outpacing college tuition. This situation is made worse by shrinking federal block grants for child care subsidies in the wake of government budget cuts following the 2008 economic recession. California alone cut 1 billion dollars in early childhood education funds and more than 300,000 parents and children are currently on the waiting list for child care subsidies.

---

The child care crisis has become too large of a problem to ignore and it has garnered national attention. In 2012, the Obama Administration launched the Race to the Top Fund - Early Learning Challenge that aims to increase access to high-quality, early education programs and services for low income and English language learners who are infants and toddlers. Unfortunately, these federal programs have been limited in scope and are spread thin across many communities in need. As a response to the needs of low-wage workers in the garment sector and beyond, we conclude with the following key recommendations:

- Promote child care assistance programs through public education and outreach programs that are linguistically and culturally appropriate for immigrant communities.
- Increase funding for child care subsidies to ensure low income families receive assistance to pay for child care.
- Raise the minimum wage to ensure low-income households are able to afford child care.
- Expand enforcement of labor laws in the garment industry and similar sectors to improve working conditions; including paid sick leave, wage and hour standards, and health and safety conditions in the workplace.
- Increase access to certification, educational opportunities and subsidies for informal child care providers.
- Integrate child care centers into local economic policy and urban planning processes.

We hope these recommendations, based on research and best practices, will respond to the immediate needs of working families and set the standards needed for a more just and robust economy that benefits workers.
Introduction

The garment industry is the single largest manufacturing sector in Los Angeles and accounts for at least 45,000 of more than 500,000 manufacturing jobs in the Los Angeles region. It employs primarily Latino/a and Asian immigrants who cut, sew and finish garments locally.10

According to the California Department of Industrial Relations, Los Angeles County has 4,641 registered manufacturers and contractors engaged in apparel manufacturing. However, this number is certainly much higher given that unregistered apparel manufacturers operating in Los Angeles without a garment license are excluded from official numbers.

The garment industry workforce is largely made up of low-income immigrants who are routinely exploited, underpaid, and work under sweatshop conditions. National and regional studies on wage theft conducted in part by the UCLA Institute for Research on Labor and Employment found that garment workers experience some of the highest levels of wage theft, which include the illegal withholding of wages and the denial of workplace benefits (see Figure 1).11,12

Garment workers earn poverty wages and experience some of the highest levels of wage theft including the illegal withholding of wages and the denial of basic workplace benefits.

Figure 1: Minimum Wage Violation Rates by Industry, Los Angeles County, 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Violation Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Garment Manufacturing</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Services</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Services</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car Wash</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Widespread labor violations in the garment industry have partly gone unchecked due to the inadequate enforcement of labor laws. Apparel manufacturers that contract garment workers are notorious for shutting down operations, re-locating, and re-opening their businesses under different names to avoid paying workers their wages. These contractors do so without consequence leaving workers to navigate a cumbersome wage claims process.

A recent report examining the legal recovery of unpaid wages found that only 17 percent of workers who filed claims with the Labor Commissioner’s office for unpaid wages received any payment. This means most workers never recover their owed wages and are pushed further into poverty.

Poverty in the U.S. is highly feminized due to historical gender pay inequities and occupational segregation. Overall, women working in the garment industry earn lower wages than men in comparable positions. Compounding these stark facts is the reality that working mothers in the U.S. face a “motherhood penalty” that keeps them locked in lower paying jobs compared to men or women without children. At the same time, 25.1 percent of U.S. children under the age of 5 live in poverty - and almost 1 in 10, or 9.7 percent live in extreme poverty. The costs and burdens associated with child care contribute to this increased poverty amongst women and children.

This report aims to better understand the daily impact of child care needs on low-wage workers in the garment industry. To accomplish this, the UCLA Labor Center, the Garment Worker Center (GWC), and the worker-owned collective Research Action Design (RAD) – with the support of the Ms. Foundation for Women – collaborated to survey garment workers with children 13 years old and under.

The objectives of the study were to 1) document the resources and services garment workers access to meet their child care needs, 2) understand the barriers garment workers confront in accessing quality child care, and 3) outline recommendations to make child care accessible for low-wage workers. This study presents insights on the broader costs of low-wage work in the garment industry and the challenges women workers face to earn a living and provide care for their children.

Quality child care has become more difficult to acquire as the cost and demand for care in the U.S. has risen over the last decades. Nationally, the cost of child care has increased at almost eight times the rate of income, outpacing the cost of a year’s tuition at a four-year public college.\(^\text{17}\) According to the Department of Health and Human Services 10 percent of a family’s income spent on child care is the standard for affordable care. Yet, in every state the average cost of center-based child care is more than 25 percent of the median income for single parents (See figure 2).\(^\text{18}\)

The rising cost of child care hits low-wage working mothers the hardest despite the creation of federal block grants administered by states to help subsidize child care for qualifying families.


\(^{18}\) Ibid.
Although federal and state subsidized child care programs exist, they have recently been cut – with $115 million cut in 2013 alone at the federal level. In many states eligible families also face frozen intake processes or long waiting lists to access these programs, preventing access altogether.\(^{19}\)

**Figure 2:** Child Care Affordability* for Infant Full-Time Care in Child Care Center in Selected States, 2013

![Graph showing child care affordability in selected states](image)

**Source:** Child Care Aware of America, Child Care in America: 2014 State Fact Sheets.

*The Department of Health and Human Services considers spending 10 percent of a family’s income on child care to be the benchmark of what is affordable.

---

Survey Instrument and Methodology

Our survey questionnaire contained 28 questions that asked workers about the types of child care arrangements they use, the resources they access to pay for child care, and their barriers in acquiring child care.

The survey was first piloted with several garment workers who provided their feedback and input using participatory research methods. GWC members and nine UCLA undergraduate students from an applied research course in the UCLA Labor and Workplace Studies minor conducted the surveys over the course of three months.

Garment workers with children under the age of fourteen were recruited in and around the Los Angeles Garment District to participate in the survey. The team surveyed a total of 82 garment workers. This report offers an analysis of the data collected from the surveys and highlights the financial struggles of garment workers to meet their child care needs.

Figure 3: Los Angeles Fashion District Map
Figure 4: Ethnicity and Primary Language of Surveyed Workers

Figure 5: Number and Ages of Children of Surveyed Workers
Eighty-three percent of garment workers resort to informal child care arrangements to meet their child care needs.

Forty-three percent of workers have a relative care for their children and 40% leave their children under the care of a friend or neighbor.

Key Findings

The prevalence of informal care

Two major challenges garment workers surveyed experienced were the high cost and unavailability of child care during all work hours. Our survey found that 83 percent of workers resort to informal child care arrangements to meet their child care needs. Forty-three percent of workers turn to relatives to care for their children and 40 percent leave their children under the care of a friend or neighbor (see Figure 6). A majority of garment workers rely on informal child care providers because this is the only form of child care they can afford.

Since most garment workers work beyond 8 hours a day, informal child care providers are often the only providers who can offer care during nonstandard work hours. Garment workers also seek informal child care providers because they are located within the communities where workers live and are more readily accessible, especially for workers who lack transportation. As such, 46 percent of surveyed workers reported that the location of their provider is a key factor they consider when selecting a child care provider.

Forty percent of respondents reported that trust and familiarity with their provider was critical and workers expressed a sense of trust and familiarly with informal care providers due to their established personal relationships. Thus, the use of informal care by garment workers parallels a national trend where working parents struggling to make ends meet utilize informal child care arrangements.

A national survey on child care estimates that about half of the children receiving child care are cared for by informal providers. As will be discussed further, many parents do not consider informal child care ideal, but lack information on how to access formal early child care educational programs.

The Challenges of Informal Child Care

“Sometimes it’s hard leaving my kids with my aunt because she’s not available all the time. Sometimes she gets sick or has to go to the doctor and I have no one to leave my kids with.”

– Survey participant

Garment workers identified many limitations to their informal care arrangements and cited long term economic losses associated with the unreliability of their child care. Half of the garment workers surveyed had infants and toddlers ages 0-4 (Figure 5) and parents with infants and toddlers ages 0-3 stated they had more difficulty securing child care. For example, one mother in the study shared that she was unable to work for a few months after having her baby because there were not many providers willing to care for young infants.

The sporadic and unpredictable work schedules of garment workers also pose a challenge when seeking child care. Most parents surveyed shared that...
Forty-two percent of garment workers missed a day of work due to the unavailability of child care, while 26% left work early to care for their children (see Figure 7). In other words, limited access to quality child care resulted in a substantial loss in wages, which is exacerbated by workplace practices that punish parents for tending to their children. Workers we surveyed feared retaliation by their employer for requesting changes to their work schedule to accommodate the need to care for their children. As a result, rather than missing work, some workers reported taking their children to work or leaving them at home with other siblings in order to pay for food and rent. This situation places parents in the difficult predicament of exposing their children to an unsafe environment or missing work and losing income or employment opportunities.

The workers we surveyed recognize the shortfalls of informal child care in terms of the quality and limited educational opportunities informal care providers offer. Moreover, workers surveyed expressed the need for informal providers to be certified, while others wished these providers offered educational activities for their children.

Studies have shown that children who participate in early childhood educational programs experience improved personal and professional outcomes later in life in comparison to those

Figure 7: Consequences of Being Unable to Obtain Child Care
Garment workers pay an average of $88.48 per week on child care.

Garment workers struggle to pay child care costs when on average they work 42 hours a week and earn an average of $305.36.

The Cost of Child Care

“Child care is too expensive and I cannot afford it.”

- Survey participant

Child care remains unaffordable for many families especially for low-wage workers earning below minimum wage. Garment workers who participated in our survey pay an average of $88.48 per week on child care. Many struggle to pay this amount when they reported working an average of 42 hours a week and earning an average of $305.36 (see Figure 8). In other words, on average, child care costs amount to nearly one-third of a worker’s weekly salary. Such costs are all the more difficult to bear given that garment workers in Los Angeles experience the highest number of minimum wage violations and some of the highest overtime wage violations.

The high cost of living in Los Angeles also erodes earnings. A 2014 UCLA Luskin School of Public Affairs study confirms that Los Angeles is now the least affordable rental market in the country, based on the portion of a worker’s income that goes towards paying rent. According to the report the average renter in Los Angeles pays 47 percent of their paycheck to cover the cost of rent.

Figure 8: Comparison of Cost of Child Care and Weekly Salary Workers Receive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Cost of Child Care</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average weekly cost of child care</td>
<td>$88.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Salary</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average weekly Salary</td>
<td>$305.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These high rental costs and the depressed earnings of garment workers leave workers with little to no income to financially compensate child care providers. As a result, many surveyed workers reported compensating their child care providers with food, by paying for utility bills or through other contributions because they were unable to pay them a monetary fee. In the face of unequal wages, rampant labor violations and the ever-increasing costs of living, child care becomes increasingly unaffordable for low-wage workers.

Government Assistance Programs

“Even if I know where to go to apply for assistance I need help to complete all the paperwork.”

- Survey participant

While federal assistance programs may help some families cover a portion of the cost of child care, almost all the workers we surveyed were unaware of these programs. When respondents were asked if they receive any government subsidies or resources to pay for their child care, 95 percent responded they did not receive any assistance, while 4 percent reported they access a free or low cost child care program. Forty-two percent of garment workers did not think they were eligible for government assistance, 19 percent were unaware of such assistance, and 18 percent reported their immigration status prevented them from applying for assistance (see Figure 9).

Most workers surveyed reported living in mixed immigration-status households with their native-born, U.S. citizen children. Eighty-seven percent reported that either all or some of their children were U.S. citizens. Yet, these children who may qualify for publicly funded early childhood education programs and services are not accessing them. What accounts for this gap?

In general, workers expressed a need to be informed about child care assistance programs and their requirements. Several parents we surveyed believed their immigration status barred their families from accessing government programs and were unaware their U.S.
born children were eligible for such assistance. Others expressed concerns with the implications of accessing public assistance. One participant shared that she did not seek government assistance because she was told it would only create problems for her family.

This sentiment is common in view of recent immigration enforcement policies that have increased the number of deportations, creating widespread fear amongst immigrant communities. Thus, the failure to enact immigration reform and the fear of deportation has deterred immigrant families from accessing public assistance programs.24 This reality is only compounded by misinformation about eligibility requirements for public assistance and the difficulties of living with tenuous legal status in the U.S.

Additionally, public assistance organizations are short-staffed and operating on limited resources that prevent them from providing clear, accessible, and multi-lingual resources.25 Therefore, numerous factors including legal, political, and social barriers obstruct low-wage immigrant workers who may qualify for benefits from accessing child care assistance programs.

Figure 9: Barriers That Prevent Workers from Obtaining Government Child Care Assistance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My family is ineligible</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not know about assistance</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am unsure where to apply</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My immigration status prevents me</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too much paperwork involved</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not have time to apply</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The waiting list is too long</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a language barrier</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We do not require assistance</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Workers were able to select multiple responses*


25 Ibid.
Conclusion

The garment industry workforce is primarily comprised of immigrant women earning poverty wages and experiencing high levels of wage theft. The severe economic hardships imposed by these employment conditions leave garment workers with limited resources to pay for child care. As a result, garment workers are unable to meet the increasing costs of center-based child care and must rely on relatives or friends to care for their children. These informal child care networks provide families with low cost care, often during non-standard work hours, aiding parents to make ends meet. At the same time, such arrangements are unstable, requiring workers to miss work and lose a day’s pay. Additionally, informal care often lacks the educational activities that contribute to academic readiness and success throughout a child’s development.

Although there are child care subsidy programs that help low-income families, these programs are inaccessible to many garment workers. The majority of parents we surveyed were unaware of these federal programs and none were recipients of such programs.

Most parents did not think they were eligible to receive assistance, while others believed their immigration status disqualified them.

Many factors, including language barriers and concerns about immigration status, prevent undocumented workers from accessing public assistance programs that include child care subsidies. Therefore, garment workers have limited resources and struggle financially to access quality child care.

Child care is essential to a working family’s well-being and ability to participate in the workforce. Without stable child care arrangements, workers experience loss of wages, reduced work hours, and unemployment, all factors that lead to chronic poverty.

We hope our survey raises awareness about the numerous obstacles low-wage workers experience in accessing child care. Our survey was part of a larger study focused on various low-wage employment sectors funded by the Ms. Foundation for Women to better understand how low-wage workers nationwide access child care. This study intends to shed light on the child care needs of garment workers in order to shape and influence policies to make child care more accessible for parents working in low-wage industries.

Based on our survey and other research on child care needs in
the U.S., we offer the following recommendations to address
the challenges low-wage parents face when making child care
choices.

Quality child care is the foundation of a child’s development, it
is critical to a family’s well-being and ultimately, it is vital for the
country’s economic future and the renewal of a middle class in the
U.S. We hope these recommendations provide a way forward in
establishing greater access to quality child care for all workers.

Child care is essential to a working family’s
well-being and ability to
participate in the
workforce.
Recommendations

Promote public education and outreach for child care assistance programs

The majority of the parents we surveyed were unaware of the existence of child care assistance programs. Public education and outreach is needed to inform families about child care assistance programs. These efforts should target immigrant communities in linguistically and culturally appropriate ways. In order to effectively disseminate information, the language and literacy levels of the targeted communities must be taken into account. Parents should be informed in their primary language about eligibility requirements and receive assistance with the application process. These steps are essential for families to properly receive child care assistance.

The recent addition of early education funds to the US Department of Education’s Race to the Top, targeting low-income communities and English language learners, is a good start in this direction. However, these funds will be stretched thin nationally across numerous communities and given the magnitude of need, greater funds and more robust programs are needed.

Increase funding for child care subsidies to ensure low income families receive assistance

Informing parents about child care assistance programs would be futile without adequate resources to expand the availability of child care assistance programs. Currently, the increasing need of families to cover the costs of child care exceeds the availability of assistance programs. Insufficient funding for these programs and restrictive eligibility requirements prevent families from accessing assistance and places eligible families on long waiting lists.26

Policymakers must rethink how funding for child care is allocated to effectively meet the needs of families. At the same time, legislators must reverse prior trends and allow undocumented immigrants to access publicly-funded child care programs. Research has shown time and time again that the return on investment in quality, affordable child care in low-income, working-class, immigrant communities is very high. Children who receive quality child care with structured activities in the first five years of their lives are much more successful learners later in life.

________________________

Raising the minimum wage would help workers pay for quality child care

Policymakers must examine why more and more families are unable to cover the costs of child care and are forced to rely on child care assistance programs in the first place. The real problem is the stagnation and decline of wages coupled with decreased job quality for U.S. workers.27

This trend disproportionately affects low-wage workers, and demands a raise in the minimum wage. Recent initiatives by municipalities across the country point to the fact that a 15-dollar minimum wage for a single worker is necessary for survival in the current economy and that such a move must be complemented with continued funding for child care subsidies.

Greater enforcement of labor laws to reduce wage theft in the garment industry

Raising the minimum wage alone will not result in higher wages for garment workers who are underpaid or not paid at all for their work. Without proper enforcement of labor and employment laws, employers will continue to deprive workers of their legally earned wages. Therefore, proactive measures must be taken to combat wage theft, and enforcement initiatives must be adopted to put an end to the rampant wage and hour violations in this sector.

Grant mandatory paid sick leave to all workers

Ensuring all workers receive paid sick leave would allow parents to care for their sick children and still be paid for the day. Most low-wage workers do not receive paid sick days and cannot care for a sick child because they risk losing pay or being fired. When parents have access to paid sick days they are able to provide their children with essential care.

Facilitate certification and subsidies for informal care providers

Informal care providers are crucial to communities and allow families to participate in the workforce. Facilitating the process of certifying and subsidizing home-based care providers will support this type of care. Such providers are quickly becoming an invisible backbone of the U.S. labor force and economy; helping working

families manage the challenges of low-wage work. Additionally, state and local agencies should increase training resources so that informal care providers are able to provide learning opportunities to the children under their care. Such certificate and training programs should, like the programs geared towards parents, account for the language and literacy levels of diverse communities.

At the same time, policymakers should consider increasing subsidy rates to provide a living wage and labor protections to these child care providers.

**Increase child care centers in local communities by integrating child care into planning policies**

Surveyed workers identified the lack of child care centers in their surrounding communities. Accessing child care that is convenient to home or work is a tremendous challenge, especially for parents without transportation. Child care is often overlooked in community planning and economic development, which results in supply gaps, increased development costs, and poor linkages to a family’s housing and transportation.\(^{28}\)

To address this problem, child care programs should be integrated in new and existing residential, commercial, and mixed use developments.\(^{29}\) As municipalities view transit-oriented development as a key facet of sustainable planning, city planners and developers need to think of creative and innovative ways to include child care centers near transit, housing, and workplaces in urban areas and in mixed-use developments.

Several communities are already doing so by including child care and Head Start centers within walking distance of housing developments.\(^{30}\)

\(^{29}\) Ibid.
\(^{30}\) Ibid.